


The level switch 5 / III - N is designed to control the water level of aquariums, ponds, basins, tanks
etc. to be at a certain setpoint.

Handling the selector

For selecting -Continuous- or -One-Time- the selector, the rotary knob, has to be turned gently to its
left or right end position. Positions in between may not select the desired function correctly. Don’t use
force when using the selector. For using mode -One-Time- power up the device in mode -
Continuous- then turn the selector to position -One-Time- (see page 4).
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Installation

The sensor rod(s) should be attached to the rim of the aquarium, vertical or horizontal, using the
provided sensor holder. The sensor holder should hold the sensor rod(s) in the upper third so that the
longer part of the rod(s) can dip into the water (see page 5).

For proper operation the level switch needs a grounded power outlet , i.e. a outlet with connected
protective earth wire. Without protective earth the level switch will not work correctly.

Magnet ica l valves or o ther devices connected di rec t ly to the water net
are not permitted to be operated with this switch directly !

Vertical mounting Horizontal mounting

Testing

Plug a common household lamp into the level switchs outlet. Be sure that the lamp is switched on.
The lamp acts as a substitute for the load (i.e. a pump) normally connected to outlet. The lamp shows
the outlets activity.

Page 3 and 4 show how the level switch works.

By dipping the sensor tip(s) into the water you are able to test operation. The leds and the lamp
connected to the outlet will show how the level switch works. If results are not as expected please
read paragraph troubleshooting below.



Selector: -Continuous-

water level will rise up to max

Phase 1

Red Led: on
Green Led: off
Outlet: on

The sensor is without contact to
water. The outlet is activated.
Assuming that the outlet drives a
pump the water level will rise.

The sensor gets in contact with water.
The outlet is switched off. Water level
will be constant or may sink by
evaporation or leakage.

Phase 2

Red Led: off
Green Led: on
Outlet: off

The sensor looses contact to water.
The outlet keeps switched off. Delay
time starts running.

Phase 3

Red Led: off
Green Led: off
Outlet: off

When the selected time runs out the whole process
starts again with phase 1.
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Delay time is running.........



Selector: -One-Time-
water level will rise up to max only

Phase 1

Red Led: on
Green Led: off
Outlet: on

The sensor is without contact to
water. The outlet ist activated.

If the switch is powered up with the
selector in position -One-time-
nothing will happen.
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Phase 2

Red Led: on
Green Led: off
Outlet: on

Turn the selector counterclockwise
from -Continuous- to -One-time-
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Phase 3

Red Led: on
Green Led: off
Outlet: on

The sensor is still without contact to
water. The outlet ist activated.
Assuming that the outlet drives a
pump the water level will rise.
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The sensor looses contact to water.
The outlet keeps switched off and will
not be activated again as long as the
selector stays in position -One-Time-.

Phase 5

Red Led: off
Green Led: on
Outlet: off
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The sensor gets in contact with water.
The outlet is switched off. Water level
will be constant or may sink by
evaporation or leakage.

Phase 4

Red Led: off
Green Led: on
Outlet: off
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The switch remains in this state indefinitely. Operation
may be resumed by turning the selector to -Continuous-.
The setting of the delay time is irrelevant.



Bad sensor positionCorrect sensor position

Keep sensor(s) dry

Troubleshooting

If the basin to be controlled has only a small capacity (< 100 litres) or is totally isolated from
ground (i.e. a plastic tank) you need an additionally ground sensor which is available
separately from Trop Electronic The ground sensor has to be installed near the other sensor
and connected to the red socket in the level switch.

For proper operation the sensor rod(s) and the cable(s) have to be dry and clean. Remove
salt and dirt from the rod(s) and cable(s). Don’t submerse the sensor rod(s). The cable(s) and
the top of the rod(s) have to be always above the water surface.

The connection from the sensor to the switch is made by special cable. These cable should
not be extended or shortened.

Ground sensor

Handling the holder and the rod(s)

The sensor holder should hold the sensor rod(s) in the upper third, so that the distance between rod
holding position and sensor tip is as long as possible.

Replacing the fuse

The 150 watts level switch uses a 1,6 amps (medium speed) fuse, the 500 watts level switch uses a 2,5
amps (medium speed) fuse. The rating can be found at the bottom of the front label.

Before changing the fuse disconnect the switch from the electrical power net !


